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SAFETY EVALUATIO'N BY THE

0FFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK WITH CONTINUED FEEDWATER ADDITION

JOSEPH M. FARLEY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2

DOCKET NOS. 50-348, -364*

1.0 Introduction

In the summer of 1979, a pressurized water reactor (PWR) Licensee

submitted a report to the NRC that identified a deficiency in its

original analysis of the containment pressurization resulting from
'

a postulated main st'eam Line break (MSLB). A reanalysis of the

containment p r e,s's u r e response folLowing a MSLB was performed, and

it w'a 's determined that, if the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system

continued to supply feedwater at runout conditions to the steam

generator that had experienced the steam Line break, the

containment design pressure would be exceeded in approximately 10

minutes. In other words, the Long-term blowdown of the water

supplied by the AFW system had not been considered in the earlier

ansLysis.

On O c tobe r 1,1979, the f oregoing information was provided to atL

| holders of operating Licenses and construction permits in IE

Information Notice 79-24. Another Licensee performed an

accident analysis review pursuant to the information furnished in

the above cited notice and discovered that, with of f site electrical;

power available, the condensate pumps would feed the affected steam
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generator at an excessive rate. Thi's excessive feed had not been

considered in its analysis of the postulated MSLB accident.

A third Licensee informed the NRC of an error in the MSLB analysis
.

for their plant. For a zero or low power condition at the end of

core Life, the Licensee identified an incorrect postulation that

the startup feedwater control valves would remain positioned "as

is" during the transient. In reality, the startup feedwater

control valves wilL ramp to 80% full open due to an override signal

resulting from the Low steam generator pressure reactor trip

signal. Reanalysis 'of the events showed that the rate of feedwater

addition to the 'affected steam generator associated with.the

opening of the startup valve would cause a rapid reactor cooldown

and resultant reactor-return-to power response, a condition which

is beyond the plant's design basis.

Following the identification of these deficiencies in the original

MSLD accident analysis, the NRC issued IE ButLetin 80-04 on

February 8, 1980. This bulletin required atL Licensees of PWRs

and certain near-term PWR operating License applicants to do the
!

|

folLowing:

"1. Review the containment pressure response analysis to

determine if the potential for containment overpressure,for

MSLB inside containment included the impact of runout flow

from the auxiliary feedwater system and the impact of other

energy sources such as continuation of feedwater or

condensate flow. In your review, consider your ability to
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detect and isolate the damaged ' steam generator from these

sources and the ability of the pumps to remain operable after

extended operation at runout flow.

.

Review your analysis of the reactivity increase which results, ,

from a MSLB inside or outside containment. This review should

consider the reactor cooldown rate and the potential for the

reactor to return to power with the most reactive control rod

in the fully withdrawn position. If your previous analysis

did not consider atL potential water sources (such as those

Listed in 1 above) and if the reactivity increase is greater

than previ,ous analysjs indicated, the. report of this review

snould include:

a. The boundary conditions for the analysis, e.g., the end

of Life shutdown margin, the moderator temperature

coefficient, power Level and the net effect of the

associated steam generator water inventory on the

reactor system cooling, etc.;

b. The most restrictive single active failure in the safety

injection system and the'effect of that Yailure on

delaying the delivery of high concentration boric acid

solution to the reactor coolant system;

c. The effect of extended water supply to the affected'

I steam generator on the core criticality and return to

power; and
|

| d. The hot channet factors corresponding to the most

|
reactive rod in the fully withdrawn positions at the end
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of Life, and the Minimum Departure from Nucleate Boiling

Ratio (MDNBR) values for the analyzed transient.

3. If the potential for containment overpressure exists or the

reactor return-to power response worsens, provide a proposed

'

corrective action and a schedule for completion of the

corrective action. If the unit is operating, provide a

description of any interim action that will be taken until

the proposed corrective action is completed."

FolLowing the Licensee's initial response to IE ButLetin 80-04,

additional information was provided by Licensee letter dated

March 12, 1982, providing the information necessary to evaluate

the Licensee's ancLysis. The results of our evaluation for Joseph

M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2 (Farley 1 and 2) are provided

below.

2.0 Evaluation

Our consultants the Franklin Research Center (FRC)r has reviewed

the Licensee submittal of May 8, 1980, and the Final Safety Analysis

Report through Amendment No. 75 dated November 7, 1980, for information

relating to IE ButLetin 80-04. FRC prepared the attached Technical

te have reviewed this evaluation and concurEvaluation Report (TER). i

in its bases and findings.

3.0 conclusion

Based on our review of the licensee submittats n'oted herein and
the enclosed TER, the fotLowing conclusions are made regarding the

postulated MSLB with continued feedwater addition for Farley Units

1 and 2:
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isnopotentialforcontaknment overpressurization1. There

resulting from a MSL3 with continued feedwater addition

because the main feedwater system is isolated and auxiliary

feedwater system flow restrictors Limit flow to the affected
.

steam generator;

2. The AFW pumps are protected from the effects of runout flow

and, therefore, can be expected to carry out their intended

function during the MSLB event;

3. AlL potential water sources were identified and, although a

reactor return-to power is predicted, there is no violation

~~~
of the specified acceptable fuel design Limits. Therefore,,

the FSAR MSLB reactivity increase analysis remains valid; and
.* . . .

4. No further action regarding IE ButLetin 80-04 is required.

Date:

Principal Contributors:
P. Hearn
E. A. Reeves
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